
Pricing Generally



Two Stages for Pricing
1. Prepare the takeoff for pricing by 

reorganizing the takeoff items under 
trade. This is referred to as recap. 

– The recap allows the estimator to consider 
items of similar nature (trade) one at a time. 

– It will also allow summarizing costs by trade 
to facilitate analysis of the estimate. 

2. Price the recap list.



Possible Breakdown for a General 
Contractor

1. Excavation and backfill
2. Concrete work
3. Formwork
4. Concrete finishes
5. Reinforcing Steel
6. Masonry Work
7. Miscellaneous work



The Recap
• The estimator need to scan the entire takeoff list 

for all items of a specific trade,  list them in the 
recap, and then move to the next trade.

• The recap can be cumbersome if done manually 
unless the takeoff list also contains a trade 
breakdown  (e.g. CSI Format.; see table on next 
slide)

• When computer estimating software is used the 
recapping items from the takeoff list can be 
performed automatically. This is an obvious 
advantage for use of estimating software since it 
simplifies the task and assures inclusion of all 
takeoff items.  







Pricing the Recap
• Pricing a construction estimate entails 

consideration of five cost categories:
1. Labor
2. Material
3. Equipment
4. Subcontractors
5. Job overheads 

– One factor impacts all these categories 
Contractor’s risk. We will consider Risk first and 
then the factors affecting pricing of each 
category. 



Contractor’s Risk

• Contractor’s risk needs to be taken into 
consideration as it could impact any of the 
cost categories.

• Risk in an estimate is the risk of financial 
loss.

• The contractor needs to identify the sources 
of risk and evaluate them.

• One major source of risk is the type of 
contract and contract conditions.
– For example Cost-plus vs. Lump-sum 



General Reasons for exceeding Estimated Cost

• Takeoff quantities are low.
• Actual productivities are lower than anticipated 

by the estimate.
• Subcontractors or material suppliers fail to meet 

obligations.
• It may not be possible to remove risk due to 

inaccuracies in the takeoff totally but it can be 
reduced by:
– Following a systematic procedure for takeoff.
– Review of the estimate by experienced estimators.
– Markup considerations

• Risk in productivities, subcontractors and 
suppliers will follow



Pricing Labor & Equipment

• Two methods:
1. First Method

• Use productivity rates to convert takeoff 
quantities into labor-hours or equipment-hours

• Apply labor rates or equipment rates to estimate 
labor and equipment prices

2. Second Method
• Use unit prices and apply them directly to the 

quantities in the takeoff list. 

• The first is preferable but could be 
laborious. Therefore the second is the 
most widely used



Risk in Labor & Equipment
• There are two factors associated with labor 

& equipment:
– Labor rates and equipment rates
– Productivity of labor and equipment

• Labor rates should include non-salary costs 
such as medical insurance, living quarters, 
travel expenses, etc.

• Risk is associated with the stability of the 
rates. For example for long-duration 
projects, rates may change. This applies to 
both labor and equipment.



Equipment Rates
• Rates may change overtime due to 

variations in assumptions about 
maintenance costs, life expectancy, 
salvage value.

• Rental rates may also fluctuate due to 
economic and market demand. Firm prices 
over the life of the project can be a way 
with dealing with this risk.



Productivity of Labor & Equipment

• Productivity of labor & equipment is 
impacted by many factors that can be 
classified into two categories: 
– Job Factors
– Management Factors

• Some of these factors can be influenced 
by the contractor. Others cannot be.



Job Factors

• Weather Conditions
• Site Access
• Site Storage Space
• Nature of project (Size & Complexity)
• Distance from material and equipment 

sources



Management & Labor Factors

• Quality of supervisors
• Skill of labor
• Motivation and morale of workers
• Type & quality of tools and equipment at 

the job.
• Experience with similar projects



Use of Cost Report
• Historical data can be very useful in 

establishing rate ranges of work items.
• Historical cost collection must be done 

systematically and consistently using the 
same system of measurement to be 
effective.

• To do that an accurate and consistent 
cost reporting system must be 
developed



Developing Cost Reports
• The takeoff items are priced to establish a 

budget. The items are coded for monitoring and 
follow up.

• As work progresses, labor-time and equipment 
time are recorded.

• The quantity of work completed is also recorded.
• Labor rates and equipment rates are applied to 

the time expended to determine labor & 
equipment cost. Unit rates for work items are 
then found based on work completed.

• Cost reports should have comments by the 
estimator on the basis of the unit prices and from 
field supervisor on actual conditions that have 
resulted in the change in prices.





Pricing Material
• In construction projects, materials fall into two 

categories:
1. Material incorporated into the facility (concrete, 

widows, paint, etc.)
2. Material consumed by the project (formwork, fuel, 

power, etc.)
• Materials of the first category are priced using 

unit prices as a cost element of the item using 
the material, as is labor and equipment

• Consumable materials are included as:
1. Part of the permanent work (formwork: in concrete)
2. Fuel and oil for equipment are incorporated in 

equipment prices
3. Part of general expenses (project overhead)



Owner Furnished Material

• Owner furnished material is material 
supplied by the owner but may need to be 
received, stored, or installed by the 
contractor.

• Estimator must have information on the 
material (size, weight, special handling 
requirements, etc.) in order to be able to 
estimate the contractor’s work. 



Pricing Subcontracts
• Not all subcontractors submit lump sum bids. 

Some quotes come on basis of unit price or 
hourly rates. 

• Interpretation of scope of work may be different 
between subcontractor and general contractor. 
This can be dealt with by clearly defining 
subcontract scope.

• A subcontractor whose bid has been selected 
may not be able to perform. GC can demand 
performance bond from subcontractors.


